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10 INTERVIEW BY LONNY DARWIN

11 Monsieur LeVernoy you were kind enough to grant

12 me this interview about your experiences as prisoner at

13 the Nazi concentration camp of Sachsenhausen Oranienburg.

14 shall be grateful for your answer to the following

15 questions What were your activities prior to your arrest

16 and were these the cause of your arrest

17 Yes these activities prior to my arrest were the

18 cause of this arrest. As matter of fact it was the

19 second time had been arrested. had been arrested the

20 first time in October 1941 as was joining boat on my way

21 to Gibraltar and thats the second time was condemned to

22 death in Tunisia on my way back from Egypt since was atta

23 ched to the Security Defense in Secret Kommando and Intelli

24
gence activities. was condemned to death in Tunisia.

25 was put in jail in Tunisia in the Casbarinaud. Casbar and



for all kind of reasons which can explain you if you want

all of sudden on April 1942 43 we were deported

group of friends and myself by plane from Tunisia to Sicily

first and then by train from Naples to Berlin. Then from

Berlin we were received by group of Gestapo people who

after making us visit the city in Bursa took us to camp

which was an officers camp in place which we didnt know

by that time in place called Oranienburg Sachsenhausen.

10 It was an officers camp and for couple of days we were

11 received and treated as guests and officer guests. We were

12 allowed to visit the camp we were allowed to visit the do
13 installations we were to and all of sudden in the

14 third night we were kicked out by people who pushed us out

15 of bed with bayonets and we did not even have time to dress.

16 We were beaten down and kicked in the Street. We crossed

17 the main street which was just behind the camp and at that

18 time we stood in front of some kind of unknown building

19 where all we could see is Arbeit macht frei Conzen

20 Lager Oranienburg Sachsenhausen.

21 So after awhile we saw the people coming out. We still did

22 never knew what was man of concentration camp or man

23 detained in such camp. After couple of hours we exited

24
to the camp and we had to stand next to the door. Thats

25
the way we entered into that camp.
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You were part of the regular French forces then

No was part of the regularof the irregular

British forces because when was captured had just left

German uniform because had been making reconnaissance

in the south of Tunisiaand was when was arrested

was not in uniform.

But you belonged to the French forces originally

Yes yes.

10 When you enlisted in the war

11 Yes.

12 You belonged to the French forces

13 belonged here to the French forces and at that

14 moment was serving on the British forces.

15 Can you imagine why all of sudden the change of

16 treatment between being treated as an officer so to speak

17 as prisoner of war and all of sudden you became

18 concentration camp inmate

19 Yes. The thing is that when we left Tunis on

20 April we left Tunis in convoy of fortyseven planes

21 they were Junker 52 and after we had left Tunis after

22 something like fifteen or thirty mlnuteswe left Tunis we

23 were attacked by the Royal Force and certain number of

24 planes of which the plane carrying the ICriininal Kommissar

25 the Gestapo people all the files concerning us had been



shot down. And when we arrived in Naples they didnt know

who we were they didnt know what to do with us they did

not know what kind of prisoners they were dealing with. And

after awhile probably just made up their mind that we

probably were not that friendly and they put us in the camp.

But what my question would be between being with

these in the camp as regular prisoners of war all of

sudden you said during the night before being able to get

10 dressed properly they kicked you out and from then on

11 treated you as concentration inmate

12 Yes thats what tell you when we arrived they

13 didnt know what to do with us and probably during the two

14 days we were in the camp they received instructions from

15 their superior to to put us in the concentration camp.

16 understand. How long were you in Sachsenhausen

17 altogether

18 Well arrived in April 43 escaped on

19 February 2nd 44 and in between went in for something

20 like month in Berlin to be questioned on the inaudible

21
by the Gestapo inaud. which had to answer Prinz

22 Albrecht Str. in Berlin and spent also couple of weeks

23
in Alexander Platz which was the central prison before going

24 back to the camp.

25 Can you tell me about the tortures you underwent



in Berlin

Well in Berlin was sort of lucky because by the

time they took me to Berlin they knew perfectly all the

questions the answers to all the questions they wanted to

raise namely since was an officer in the Secret Service

British Secret Services was supposed to know the place of

the next landing in Sicily. They had some some clues

about it and since at the time went to the Gestapo their

10 landing in Sicily was or had already taken place there was

11 nothing to interpret. All got was monumental beating.

12 was completely crippled for awhile but there was no

13 specific torture as had to undergo before as when was in

14 Tunisia.

15 Did you suffer any long term difficulties through

16 the tortures

17 Well yes after the immediate weeks and months

18 which followed yes of course was very badly beaten up.

19 Now today have recognized 110% invalidity which is

20 recognized by the military administration and this is most

21 ly due to inaudible.

22 Can you tell me about the daily activities in the

23 camp and what work if any did you have to perform

24 Well had many many different jobs in the camp.

25 To begin with my first job was to Schuhlauefer.



mean was supposed was part of the brigade which was

testing shoes for the German Army. We were given

pair of shoes and we were supposed every day to walk forty

between forty and fortytwo kilometers. There were certain

number of laps around the camp and the the the road we

were walking was something inaudible condition. In other

terms there were hundred meters of concrete hundred meters

of wet earth hundred meters of stone hundred meters sand

10 etc. So to complete the reality of the validity of the

11 test we were carrying rucksack with stones about twenty

12 kilo of stones and waterproof coat which was an army

13 coat. So we worked we were walking 40 kilometers or 42

14 kilometers day and there was report made every day on

15 how the shoes behaved.

16 Were the shoes too small or too large or did they

17 fit

18 Oh no they never fit. mean the first day

19 got two left feet. They were never concerned about what it

20 was.

21 What different categories of prisoners were in the

22 camp such as common German criminals Poland or German

23
people who had been in the Resistance homosexuals Free

24
masons special Christian sects Jews And by what signs

25
could they be recognized



Well all the categories or respective catgories

of prisoners were identified by Winkel triangle

which was mean which was painted before the number we

were carrying on the left hand side pocket on the blouse and

on the trousers. So green was criminal mean confirmed

criminals. The red were political and amongst the political

it was tuttifruiti sort of mixture of communist of

fascios of Resistanceinaudible and in order to make

10 distinction amongst the different categories at least

11 there was letter for which was identifying the

12 country. The French had an in the triangle the Dutch had

13 an or whatever. Then there was there were the so

14 called well the homosexuals had pink triangle. The

15 Asocialen mean dont know exactly what they meant

16 to that but there were different categories of asocial

17 people which were identified by these black triangles there

18 were the gypsies there were some minorities of people

19 there were some anarchists. God knows why they were not

20 political well but mostly there were mostly there were

21 gypsies. Then they had the the objector of conscience

22 which had blue triangle. Thats think forget

23 one but did you look at huh

24 And how about Jews

25 Yes the Jews did not have triangle they had



the Star of David yellow which was discussed with

number and there was the national origin which was

indicated by letter.

What about gypsies

The gypsies had just the black triangle.

Were the Jews and the gypsies treated any

differently than others

No they were equally badly treated would

10 think except you see the Jews it was there were

11 different steps on in the way the Jews were treated. Some

12 of them came in what we call the Himmelfahrt Kommando and

13 most of them did not enter the campground. have seen

14 have worked that was one of my jobs worked as mason

15 in the crematorium. We could see the convoys coming from

16 the station and the people men women children carrying

17 suitcases being led along long way which came down to the

18 crematorium. And then the men were separated from the women

19 and the women from the kids and they went one by one

20 mean by groups they came into the socalled shower room

21 which were in fact gas rooms so these people were killed

22 before they entered. The second category of Jews were those

23 who were from the beginning located to the Straf Kommandos

punishment Kommandos like they have some in Klinkerwerke

25
and so on and they had to stand such terrible treatment



that most of them died very rapidly. No there were no

inaudible you raise the questions do not know in our

inaud of any inaudible.Klinkerwerke was an SS owned

brick factory which was next which was on the

canal and the job of the prisoners were to handle the

bricks which was terrible terribly tough job from the

factory to the boats which were on the sides of the canal.

So they had to carry them on raillorens and they had to

10 handle them and they had then to carry them to the bottom

11 of the of the boats and this running running running

12 because one of the worst places we had in the camp. There

13 were no inaudible.Sometimes they fell in the water and

14 nobody cared to get them out. Some were pushed in the

15 water but there were no inaud.

16 Tell me at one time you told me you were called

17 Tunisians. What was the original reason Was it because

18
you came from Tunis

19 Yes it was strictly because we came from Tunis

20 inaudible

21 For what offenses were prisoners punished and by

22 what means And are you aware of special place that

23 existed in Sachseahausen for punishment such as tortures and

24 executions and what kind of tortures were applied that you

25
personally have seen
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Well there was whole range of tortures. First

to answer the question the reasons of the torture were

could be anything. Usually there could not be serious

reasons because if prisoner committed serious crime

whatever it is he was usually killed on the spot so that

was it. There were second segregation or second definition

of the punishment was depending from who gave the

punishment because you must remember that part of the dis

10 cipline of the organization of the camp was in the hands of

11
prisoners. More so the Blockfuehrer Vorarbeiter all the

12 chiefs of the camp management were criminals.

13 Can you remember the names of the Commandant

14 Lagerfuehrer Kapos and were any of them particularly sadis

15 tic

16 Yes oh no the Kapos and those others corn

17 pletely forgot. The name of the camp the fuehrer was

18 will give it to you later. Ill tell you now think it was

19 inaud. but dont remember and well remember very well

20 the the doctor of the camp because worked under him

21 directly under very often the doctor himself. It was

22
Sturmfuehrer Baumkotter and he was the doctor of

23
the camp and he

24 Can you spell that Baumkotter

25
Yes Baum--k--otter and he had under him
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group of young SS doctors mostly attached to the

camp in order to make experiments on the and they were

also attached to the camp in order to to practice And

this is why amongst others many of these doctors made

operations ablations amputations and whatnot on people

who didnt know need it. have seen myself very often

operations where they took away kidney or where they am

putated leg from man who was perfectly healthy.

10 Did you come across any superiors who had some

11 feelings of sympathy for the prisoners and can you recall

12 some examples of charity

13 would think that besides Baumkotter who was

14
very complex case because on one hand Baumkotter was

15 carrying out and coordinating medical experiments on little

16 Jewish children. On the other hand for instance with me

17 he behaved extremely well. And not only he behaved well

18 with me and with my friends who escaped with me but saw

19 in many cases examples where the man behaved humanly.

20 But on the other hand he was responsible of mass murders

21 so name it.

22 Were you perhaps singled out for better treatment

23
by this man because you were Frenchman and were an

24 officer

25
Absolutely not. Absolutely not. must say that
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this man has been dont know when he was arrested but he

went into criminal court many years something like 20 or

twentyfive years after the liberation after the liber

ation of the camp or the liberation for our country and at

that time was having called to testify for his trial.

And when declared beforehand that was willing to go but

that was not willing to to to to make negative

statement against that man or to be tcto be very nasty

10 against him was prevented to go and testify.

11 You just mentioned that they performed medical

12 experiments on little Jewish children. Can you remember any

13 particular experiments

14 Oh definitely because mean at one time after

15 being Schuhlaufer after being horse and pulling

16 carriage after having done all kinds of jobs finally got

17 an assignment and became nurse if may so.

18 was in charge of medical department of the hospital and

19 as such the the the luck or the bad luck or the des

20 tiny you want it that the first group of Jewish children

21 which were sent to the camp for these sort of experiments

22 were allocated to my district and they were group of

23
think eleven children aged eight to eleven and the experi

24 ments were secret. We were supposed to administer shots and

25
pills and whatnot to carry out systematic reports on the
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source of temperature and the way they behaved and whatnot.

But the thing is that when found out that they expected

this from me managed to be changed in different service

and as punishment was changed from this area of this

hospital it was the best in the camp it was showcase

into the TB department which was the worst in the camp but

nobody knew exactly the scientific or socalled scientific

aspects of the experiments and dont either. And there it

10 was thats all know.

11 Can you guess how many children died due to these

12 experiments

LII
13 No know that several died indeed but dont

14 know how many because if you read my book you would see

15 that first of all had been sent in an Aussenkommando

16 and returned just couple of weeks before the kids so

17 lost track with that that part of the thing but can

18
give you the name and addresses of friends who know

19 exactly because they received these children

20 in their homes in France on their when they were on their

21
way to the station.

22 On totally different subject what do you know

23 about the famous forgerers of foreign currency if that

24
happened during the time that you were in the camp

25
Well what know is when was in the in the
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TB department as being in charge of the medical health of

friend one day man came escorted by an SS and they

requested me to give him separate room. There was

separate room in each block for different cases and the man

stayed to there day and night escorted with SS. And then

scared the SS say Well look its the TB department

you shouldnt stay here twentyfour hours day youll

catch TB so you should at least stand on the doorstep give

10 me the key of your new patient dont give damn about him

but give me the key of your patient but dont breathe here

12
all this bacillus all day long. So the man was very

13
very he was stupid type of fellow he believed that he

14
got scared stiff. He went out one hour day and during

15 that time spoke to the man. And that man he was he

16 was Pole but he spoke little bit of Russian and me too.

17 And he explained that he was Jewish Pole that by pro

18 fession he was an art uh man who was special

19 ized in art decorations and he was in the socalled forgery

20
block. There were about hundred fifty people. They worked

21
twentyfour hours day in two shifts and they were

22
specialists printers inaudible photographs

23
lithographs whatnot and what they did in that thing were

24
very multiple things. in that one department they forged

25
the false sterling pounds which they used later on in the
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Cicero operation. Then they forged American and British

passports for their Gestapo or Secret Service people in the

States or in England. They also printed very secret docu

ments when they did not trust the civilian printer to do it.

And as matter of fact one of the things they printed it

was in Dachau in December or January. They were printing in

that place already the socalled Order de Versailles.

mean there are all these instructions which were printed

10 beforehand its kind of super secret code secret

11 code which were which were allowing the Tanker the

12 tank divisions to communicate amongst themselves so

13 what happened is too long to tell you in this interview but

14 succeeded to have copy of the thing and when

15 escaped took it with me and succeeded was lucky

16 enough to have this secret document passed along in two

17 months later and dare dwell on this period it was tern

18 ble damage during the first tank battles between the

19 Americans the British the Russians and the Germans.

20 Was it whole contingent of forgerers How many

21
people were involved would you say

22 About ten or twenty.

23
Do you happen to remember any names

24 No.

25 First names
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No dont but again the man who is very close

friend of mine called inaudible He lives in France and

inaudible Hes one of the few Jewish rescape from the

Straf Company and his experience in inaudible and he

amongst others he could give you this information.

Tell me little bit more. was under the

impression you and your friend from Luxembourg were the

only ones who escaped from Sachsenhausen. You just

10 mentioned this man also escaped. From where did he

11 This man did not escape

12 He did not

13 He is not an escapee he in French we say

14 rescape. It means he survived.

15 Oh he survived. see.

16 No talking about escape there were about fifty

17 seven thousand people in that camp. So far everybody

18 knows there were no nobody ever succeeded to escape from

19 the camp. The camp was created in 1933 think two or

20 three people escaped in 37 or 38. They were communists

21 which were helped by by outside friends

22 They did not escape from the camp they escaped

23 from Aussencoinmandos which were located in Berlin and they

24 were working in Berlin. So these people escaped but

25 mean they definitely they did not escape from the camp.



After we escaped think that few people tried during

their death march and so far know nobody survived. They

were there were several attempts of the escape during the

camp during their stay in the camp but nobody succeeded.

will ask you little bit more about the escape

and the preparation in minute but let me not forget to

ask you about the secret communist organization which

existed in the camp as understand it their activities

10 their sabotage and what was their fate

11 Well think that this socalled communist

12 organization is very well very much overstated. It

13 certainly existed in as much as the communists were the only

14 group of prisoners who were more or less organized and as

15 such they knew each other. They had means to make sure that

16 there were no strangers amongst them. They had an

17 organization. They received up to point they received

18 much stronger and much richer outside help from the party

19 authorities and as such they were more or less organized.

20 there were certain one of the activities of this organ

21 ization was to help other communists and this is very

22 touchy subject because there were very bitter clashes

23
after where communist prisoners who were part of the so

24 called organization were very severely blamed for having

25 saved for having saved the life of another communist by
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giving away or allowing other prisoners to be killed which

were not communist. So they gave preferential treatment to

their own people but do not think that they organized as

such sabotage and whatnot. There were lots of sabot

age which organized in different sections of the camp but

it was much more private initiative that organized action of

the socalled resistance movement or communist resistance.

Once more back to the forgerers please

10 Yes.

11 If they were familiar with secrets were they

12 allowed to live after they produced these documents

13 Well they they they were busy twenty

14 four hours day. They were not allowed in they were

15 fenced in.

16 There were two blocks which were fenced into

17 first line of barbed wire and they had net of fences which

18 was covering the roof so nobody could throw something above

19 above the fence or whatever it is. So they were just like

20 rabbits in the fence with roof and whatnot.

21
They were never allowed to get out. They were not even

22 allowed to get the to go and get the food and the soup

23 and whatnot. When the soup and the food came there was one

24
group of prisoners who brought it to the door and then the

25
SS brought it from the door to the to the doorstep and
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from the door of the fence to the doorstep and then only

the prisoners who were the printers were allowed to get it.

So there was absolutely no contact with the outside and the

only way for me to talk to the man was to scare off the SS

and to to have acoupleof minutes where could question

him and talk to him. But usually they have no contact.

Were you aware that any of them were killed before

10
Yes some were killed but most of them were

shipped to another Kommando. If you look at this book that

12
will tell you the story of it. There were in fact as

13
remember well there were sent to Dora where they were

14
supposed to be killed and at that time the war was

15
developing too fast and the people went through very kind of

16
dramatic experience that they were practically saved all of

17
them.

18
You dont know anything particularly about Dora

19
do you

20
No.

21
Of course there are to my knowledge only about

22
two books written about Dora but do know that lot of

23
Frenchmen were at Dora.

24
know friends who were in Dora.

25
You do
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Yeah do.

would appreciate the names because would like

to be in contact with them. Concerning the communist

organization at some point there were detectives and in

some books there is certain amount of information as to

what happened to them. Are you aware of any of this

No not really. First of all this probably

according to some books have read myself it had probably

10 happened after my departure. But think that the emphasis

11 should not be brought only to the communist. There were

12 some Resistance groups which were trying to help people

13 belonging to the to the nationality groups or ethnics.

14
would think by that there were some some Polish Resistance

15
who tried to help Poles and there were some Catholic which

16
were trying to help Catholics and there were some anything.

17
The communists after the war monopolized the the glory of

18 the socalled Resistance but it was not to be perceived

19 during my stay at the camp in any case.

20 All right. have another question which is

21
related to this. Was there any comradery with other pri

22 soners aside from your own with other French or Tunisians.

23 You just mentioned that the communists stuck together. Did

24 the Jewish prisoners stick together and the the German

25 criminals or how how was it in general
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think that there were some comradeship but it

was not so much as to indicate by ethnical groups or relig

bus groups or national groups whatsoever. mean the

comradery was established at the place of work in in

in working ICommandostwo people working on the same

machine or pulling the same instrument or digging the same

hole. Little by little if they didnt turn deadly enemies

turned very good friends and you can we could see every

10 day people being helped when they were so so sick and

tired and ill and weak which were helped by their comrades

12 who carried them who helped them who fed them who any

13 thing.

14
So there was comradery but it was not the Jews

15 helping the Jews and the French helping the French. It was

16 more the people working together and living together. Of

17 course there was question of language. For instance the

18 French dont speak anything but French in the majority of

19 the cases and the only way to communicate or the only

20 people with which to communicate were depends on French

21 comrades but my comrades for instance one was Russian

22 the other one was Luxembourg another one was German anoth

23 er one was Dutch. It had absolutely nothing to do with

E_
24 nationality or whatnot.

25 Did you form any deepseated friendships
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Oh yes many.

Now what about the womens camps

We had during my time there were no women.

After left there was group of maybe twenty women who

came as prostitutes and but otherwise never heard about

women being at that camp.

Because when you mentioned you saw families come

and fathers from mothers from children separated. But that

10 was for the purpose of having them

11 They were killed in separate groups but they nev

12 er

13 they were killed immediately.

14 They never survived for more than half an hour

15 or fortyfive minutes after being separated.

16 understand. What about oh before get to

17 that question how about the murder of some nineteen

18 thousand Russian prisoners Are you aware of that or did it

19 happen in your time

20 No it did not happen in my time it came about

21 one year before arrived and it was it happened and

22 everybody knows about it especially since had couple of

23 very good friends amongst the Russians who survived that

24 event heard about it but was not witness to it. The

25 fact is that there were about nineteen eighteen or
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vi
nineteen thousand Russian prisonerofwar and they were

mostly officers but there were there were all kinds of

people mixed up in the thing and there were pulled in

couple of blocks where they got the special treatment. So

far know hardly two thousand survived after three three

months of imprisonment.

And how were they killed

They were not killed. They were left to die.

In what way

11 some of them some of them were were

12 were shot some of them were but most of them received

13 inhuman treatment and they died in Straf Kommando.

14 What about the famous rebellion of about twenty

15 eight Jewish prisoners

16 Never heard of it.

17 Yu have not Now what brought about the punish

18 merit of your solitary confinement How long did it last

how did you spend your days and iights in order to keep your

20 sanity

21 Well will gladly tell you but mean this

22 thing is to be taken out of the inaudible in the camp. It

23 happened before went to the camp. It happened in Tunisia

24 and was at that time was they put me in the jail

25 in next to place called Bizerte and it was fort
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which was and which had been transformed into prison

jail. And the cell in which was had been built in the

former ammunition cavern or cave. So for about the best

part of three months was in cell completely blind with

no communication nobody nobody to whom could speak no

light no nothing. The cell itself was about two meters

twenty long it was about one meter forty broad. It had

nothing but the block of cement on which could lay and the

10 bucket of bucket to to to do my excrements and

ii bottle of bottle of water. And remained there without

12 any you couldnt hear sound. was really buried in

13 the in the heart of the world. The way got busy was

14 tried first of all realized that it could lead me no

15 where to start the screaming or shouting or desperating or

16 whatnot and that emotions do not help. The second the

17 first exercise which took me out of the thing was prayer

18 and this was the first time in my life was not very old

19 but learned it at that time that prayer is no good

20 unless you pray for someone else and when you stop praying

21 for yourself. My activities were first of all was making

22 exercise gymnastics every day. About half an hour

23 developed special movements made inaudible. The second

24 part is started reading books and what mean by r.eading

25 books since had no books and no light was to try to memor
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ize book and to force myself and that was the most diffi

cult to force myself to recon rebuild to reconsider the

story of the book and after awhile reached such state

that could almost feel like turning the pages. And the

difficult thing was to ignore the conclusion to not to

jump through to the end but to hesitation to start to

remember all the details. The third thing which did

built boat. To begin with decided what kind of boat

10 it was sailboat. Then started building in my head the

plans of the sail the plans of the hull the installation

12
shall have cooking stove or no shall have the what

13 type of compass what type of equipment shall have

14
motor or not. And then in my head again since the plans

15
were finished started building the boat. The trouble was

16
that when my boat was finished embarked on big sailing

17
and it turned total bore and when once was on my boat

18 didnt know what to do with it. So started building

19
house instead of the boat and was just at the premises

20 when they took me out of the cell.

21 What brought about this solitary confinement

22 What did you do Was there reason why they chose you

23 Well know know what did but they

24 didnt. So it was mean had by that time had

25 played in certain number of dirty tricks. went in
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kayak from from Nigeria to Gibraltar and came back and

at that was arrested in mean was taken

redhanded when was boardin.g boat to go to Gibraltar

second time with group of other Resistance French

people but There were lot of reasons but the reason

why they treated me like that is that was in the hands of

the French Navy and the French Navy has visceral hate

for the British or for everybody who likes the British and

10 the inaudible is that the British because was

ii going to to fight the war with the British.

12 You recall little building next to the cremator

13 ium where the the the incident was to have been

14 that man was put in there under the pretense of having his

15 measurement taken but in reality they shot right through

16 that little hole

17 Yeah no yes and no. Furthermore mean there

18 was next to the creniatoriumthere was place called

19 Indossierhof and Indossierhof was place where people were

20 killed. It was the purpose of the thing. So there was one

21 place where they were shot. mean there were woodlots

22 for place in the wall of the woodlot against where the

23 people were placed and they were shot. Next to it was an

24 installation to strangulate them. They were strangulated

25 in by small groups of three four five six and the idea
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was they got kind of wooden shoe in which they had to

put their feet and then there was rope around their neck

an installation which could allow very slowly to pull the

rope and get all the people strangulated very slowly. So

that was the second recreation. The third one is as Dr.

Rosenthal is mentioning. Is an or small

installation by which people were attached to kind of

pole and there was hole there was an orifice behind it at

10
the level of their neck by which they were shot. One single

shot was really doing the job because it was shooting and

12 placing bullet straight at the base of their inaud.

Li 13 have never heard that people took the trouble of luring the

14 prisoners and saying Well try to measure you. Its the

15 only trial mean type of false statement which ever

16
heard of was when the Jews were were pushed into the gas

17 chambers they were told that they were going to shower.

18 And it didnt work very well because most of them realized

19 what was going on. But that never heard that that the

20 prisoner was was told Well measure you. Anyway

21 nobody could believe it. But they were shot that way yes

22 indeed.

23 Was any of your work connected with the gas

rI
24 chambers were you close to any of them

25 Yeah built one. didnt know what was doing
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but when was in the quarantaine mean when was in

preliminary training stage in the prison worked as

mason. When was working was working building wall.

didnt know what it was and didnt know that was next

to the crematorium. didnt know what the crematorium was.

was completely stupid and began to realize when saw

the Jewish convoys going to the gas chambers. And then

after couple of days people told me that what you build is

10 crematorium but we saw the crematorium have seen the

ii installation saw how it worked et cetera. But think

12 have been closely related to it.

13 Did you see people actually going in

14 No people were never did not enter the

15 crematorium alive. They went to the gas chamber or they

16 went to the through the killing process and their body

17 then went to either to the pathology or they went to de

18 partment where they pulled their gold teeth and they

19 searched them and whatnot. And when the dead body was no

20 good for anything any more then they came onto conveyor

21 to the crematorium but nobody ever entered the crematorium

22 alive.

23 My question was did you see anybody going into

24 the gas chambers

25 Yes.
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Yes mentioned mentioned the Jewish convoys

and there were others. Oh yes.

In other words you were standing there watching

was was standing fifty meters or thirty

meters away.

Was it in any particular time of the day or could

it be any day or night

10 No night only.

11 Night inaudible

12 In addition to the convoys coming from the

13 station the the railway station there were lot of so

14 called selection things which were baptized Himmelfahrt Kom

15 mandos where people were just dumped in the camp after pre

16 liminary selection dumped in trucks and sent to the gas

17 chambers.

18 How long in advance did you plan your own escape

19 And was it with others or only with your friend from

20 Luxembourg

21 Only with my friend from Luxembourg because he

22 was very prominent mean by that he was man of great

23 influence in the camp and of great wealth in the camp and

24 great what so certainly because an escape like that in my

25 opinion had all chances to be success if you had somebody
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So he was the only one who who escaped with me and

who prepared the How long in advance Its hard to say

because made first attempt and probably ten twelve days

before the date possible date of the escape for one so for

some for really nothing to do with the escape and had

transferred to an Aussenkommando in inaud. which was

Kommando which was way north of of Berlin. So

10 went to the camp and then simulated sickness and was

11 almost dying when they shipped me back to the camp where my

12 friend the doctor the certain doctor inaudible

13 Very good.

14 Where were we It brings to the story of the

15 escape itself. It is very complex thing. We had

16 organized our escape my friend Paul and myself by

17 splitting the job. He was supposed to organize all of the

18 part of the work in the camp and was supposed to take it

19 over after more or less. So it means that had to take

20 some compass some civilian clothes some civilian shoes

21 some everything the money to to move away the plan

22 to go away and so on. And he was supposed to organize

23 things inside of the camp. And here were coming to fan

24 tastic story because when say fantastic say its

25 really inaudible story which is out of imagination.
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First thing he was secretary the private secretary of

Dr. Baumkotter who was the doctor of the camp. He postula

lated for job in an Aussenkommando and he was given the

permission. He just stated that he was getting inaud. and

doctor Dr. Baumkotter was very nice to him and said

Okay if you want go ahead. So he got job in an

Aussenkommando where he was supposed to do nothing. He was

from Luxembourg and as such he was considered German and

10 they said also he could receive parcels from his family. His

11 family was very wealthy and they shipped him all kinds of

12 butter sausage even wine. mean perhaps it will be out

13 of this world and as such he could buy the Vorarbeiter the

14 the the working the group of the workers in Strafcom

15 mando. Then he was authorized to stay in the barrack and

16 do nothing and he stayed with the SS who was in charge of

17 the Kommando who was youngster who simple guy. Paul

18 was man of great intelligence he was comedian and he

was man of tremendous charm. And they started talking

20 and talking and he started brainwashing that poor SS as he

21 was. What are the news today It is not so good and what

22 do you think that will happen to the SS They will all hang

23 because whenever we catch you for what you did in the thing

24 you will all hang. Would you like that Arent you afraid

25 And little by little the guy became to such an hysterics
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Well do you know that we could escape and if we escape

we could save your life because have friend who is

superior officer in the in the Allied Forces and if he

recommends you nothing can happen to you. Thats life

insurance for you. So the other kid wentWho is your

friend Oh hes not here and cannot tell you. If you

want can show you can give you an example of what he

10 did. He brought package of the Portugese Red Cross which

ii was shipped on behalf of the British Red Cross and this is

12 again its completely crazy story.

13 never got the package to him that day in the camp

14 because was scared off of everything of my inaud. of

15 everything and all of sudden had girlfriend in

16 Switzerland lovely girl called Hanni. And Hanni found

17 out about me and shipped mean made it necessary to have

18 care package sent to me and from Switzerland it

19 didnt work so it was for some mysterious reason it was

20 channeled by the Portugese Red Cross.

21 And that only package which ever got which came from

22 that girlfriend Hanni arrived the day was sent out of the

23 camp. And lent the package to my friend Paul. And Paul

24 brought to the SS some English cigarettes some English

25 bacon some cans of food and so on and the man said But
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that man is in contact with the British. He said Yes

daily.

So the other one saidWell what do your partner want

me to do And Paul said want to have an inaudible

and want you to help me to mean to turn your head in

the right direction the day we decide to go to go to

leave. And the man was so will say ttsubjuguer so

under the the

10 Under the spell.

ii the spell of that yes of that friend of mine

12 that he accepted. And after after few days he got

13 really impatient. He said When is your friend coming

14 Well he says at that time was half dead being re

15 transferred to the camp from that Aussenkommando. So as

16 soon as could start walking arranged with Paul to have

17 to be to to be to give the permission to go and

18 work on trial basis to that Kommando. And at the same

19 time was in hospital so nobody knew exactly where was

20 and in the night of February or February we announced

21 our intention of escape to one man to two men we shared

22 two doctors two French doctors one was doctor we may

23 meet today inaud. fantastic man and another man was

24 another French doctor. And we celebrate we were cele

25 brating the the thing when the Luft alarm came and the
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camp was immediately in complete chaos because there were

bombing Berlin like at that time like hell.

And next morning dressed in my civilian clothes and

my uniform. put my uniform on top of it and when the

Appell started escaped from the the rear from the

hospital joined the Kommandosand many friends saidWell

what are you doing here Arent you working in the in

the hospital said Oh well So we marched through

10 the gates we marched for fortyfive minutes to the Aussen

Kommando. They were building special houses for the SS

12 which were coming back from Russia at that time and was

13 with Paul and he presented me to Wolfgang to the SS

14 and said Well hes my friend. Talk. Its something

15 which mean you have to be in camp to to see the

16 face of it Wolfgang inaudible And said Well my

17 friend okay yes know yes Ill help you yes Ill

18 save your life here are the references and so on but

but you want to come with us. He said Where are you going

20 to why are you going to said have everything

21 arranged the British are waiting for us outside and they

22 will take us to to Switzerland. Will you come with us

23 So that was not the truth. Nobody waited for us. But he

24 said Well after all yes maybe what.

25 So gave him reference number gave him so he
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could get rescued he thinks of course. And Paul said

Okay. Where are the uniforms had one uniform.

couldnt get more than one so Paul said Okay. So we

went into barrack before we went any further and Paul put

SS uniform which Wolfgang had brought secretly to us and

then both Wolfgang and Paul which means SS escorted me to

the barracks where the SS were living at that time and at

that time they must be having breakfast. There was

10 no one in the thing so you enter and you you take

11 uniform and you put it on. So entered in the thing there

12 was no one entered into big room with about twelve

13 beds there was no one pulled opened closet and

14 pulled out uniform was just in the process of putting

15 it on when the door opened and the guy soldier came to

16 this he came out of the shower with towel around the

17 neck and so on and What are you doing He saw my uni

18 form and had only time to take small stool heavy

19 stool because inaud. and bang. just knocked him out

20 sure enough to make sure enough that he will never tell

21 any more about me in his life. And that finished dress

22 ing and had to tell Wolfgang about the thing and he got

23 so scared he said Look dont want to hear about it.

24 The hell with you go out will not will not denounce

25 you because you promised to save me and dont want to go
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seen with you. So Paul and we walked toward the outside

of the camp and there was huge alley mean can still

see it white with snow there were few few SS

soldiers and officers who were walking back and they didnt

even care about us and just about twenty minutes before we

we reached the gate the guys who worked in the in the

little little house controlling the gate was out of his

10 house and screamedinaudible.

11 Somebody has denounced you or we must have been we said

12 well lets carry on and if hes after us well have to

13 take care of him. And if hes not after us well see what

14
to do. And in fact he was not after us. He had found

15
Russian friend who just came from the Russian front

16
and they were embracing like brothers when we passed behind

17
them and we just left. And knew where the station of

18 Oranienburg was and had note of hundred marks and

19
another one with twenty marks which had stolen from

20 soldier in Tunisia already and in Italy which had kept in

21 in toothpaste tube so took the ticket to to

22 Berlin and close to Berlin we changed trains in to we

23 left the train to to catch the UBahn which was kind

24 of
25 Subway.
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subway big subway and there we we

there was an amusing incident because when we were under

the mean the corridor under the station there was

inaudible because at that time there were lot

of German deserters and they were controlling the corridors.

said to Paul As soon as we they come to us you take

care of that one and take care of that one and we just run

through. And just as the guy was before us it was an ir

10 regular situation for he started screaming Well you

dont have papers. Yes have papers. No your papers

12 are no good. Yes my papers are

13 He made such noise that we just switched back and

14 then came to the dramatic situation of my life. The

15 uniform which had stolen from the SS was too short for me

16 and the trousers mean either had the trousers where they

17 belonged here and in which case you could see you could

18 see half of my leg peeking out from the bottom or you pull

19 them down and the part which is supposed to be between the

20 legs came at the level of the knee and coul4 not climb

21 the stairs.

22 So fighting with my trousers when very old lady

23 grabbed me by the arm and say Well my dear young boy

24 you must be one of our heroes. My son also is in the army

25 and my son also has been wounded and Im sure that he would
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be glad if he found an old lady who gave him hand like

am going to give you hand.

And by the time the the inaudible got over the

incident all they could see was young soldier leaning

on the arm of an old woman trying wanted to climbing the

stairs. So thats the story of the uniform.

How did your friend get up those stairs Did you

stay together or did you separate

10 No no he went up there with us. We we

mean it was agreed that we should never pile up the prob

12
lems that we knew where to go and where to meet again

13 no he waited for me on the way up.

14
wrote about this story on the eighty pages

15
about the rest of the story. Dr. Rosenthal is having the

16 story If you want these pieces of interest he can tell

17 you.

18 come now to the last question. Ifindeedit is

19 question. Though you at the time you were no longer in

20 Sachsenhausen tell me whether you have any knowledge

21 through your friends what happened at the Death March from

22 Sachsenhausen to MecklenburgSchwerin where the prisoners

23 were liberated Is it correct that the common German crim

24 inals who up to then wore regular camp clothes were put

25 into German Army uniforms and were used as watchmen over the
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prisoners

Yes part or some of them yes.

And how did they behave towards the prisoners

Awful awful inhumanly. have not been there

all could all know about it was what my friends told

me and the friends who told me are those who were through

that march and are those who wrote this book. So you have

you have testimony from the horses mouth direct on

10 various accounts and datas about internationals and Norweg

lans about the behavior of of whoever it was and

12 could not honestly testify anything. was not there. It

13 was one year more than one year after escaped.

14 understand. Is it true that the Red Cross of

15 Sweden and other Scandinavian countries had sent food and

16 medicine for the prisoners who were on the Death March

17 Yes.

18 And that the Germans discriminated in distribu

19 tion against Jewish prisoners

20 dont know.

21 Do you know about the rebellion by the prisoners

22 during the Death March and their fight against their guards

23 in which they used weapons which they had taken away from

24 these guards during the struggle

25 Yes heard of it but here again you get very
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and could not describe you anything inaudible.

understand. Is it known to you that the Germans

marched the prisoners in the direction of the Baltic Sea

with the intention of putting them on boat and then sink

the boat

No. It was something which was rumor in the

camp long before they they left the camp itself.

io There were informations of the Schreibstube of the Politi

sche Abteilung.

12 There were informations that there was such plan

13 which was prepared in case of but by the time left

14 heard heard about this project or this possibility or

15 this inaudible dont know what it was but it was never

16 contemplated at that time of something which had been for

17 good. After left one year when when they started think

18 ing about evacuating the camp then there was question

about killing the whole thing and all the people. And since

20 there were too many to be killed through normal process it

21 is quite possible that inaudible

22 know that they did something which came to their minds

23 yes.

24 Were the prisoners finally liberated by the

25 Russians who came from the East or the Americans who came
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from the West

Both both because mean at one time they

they went in different directions and some were liberated by

the Russians some like my friend the doctor and some

other and some were liberated by the Americans.

Thank you very much.

You are very welcome.

Monsieur LeVernoy and now am going to ask you

10 to sign little release that we are permitted to use this

11 interview for educational purposes.

12 A. Oh definitely.

13

14 INTERVIEW ON JANUARY 30 1985

15

16 In listening to the interview that you were kind

17 enough to give me yesterday on January 29th 1985 noticed

18 that portions of the interview was not recorded through

19 whatever fault dont know. But would appreciate if you

20 would be kind enough to repeat that portion that dealt with

21 your eyewitness report on the socalled selection which was

22 made after the prisoners arrived from the railroad station.

23 In other words how you saw the separation of men from women

24 and children and am of course referring to the

25 selection of Jewish men women and children who were
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separated and subsequently as you told us yesterday were

who were marched directly to the gas chambers and after they

died in the gas chambers their remains were taken to the

crematorium where you were working and where you had

firsthand knowledge of the fact that they indeed died in

the gas chamber and then were burned in the crematorium.

Alsopleasebekindenoughtorepeatthestory whenyou were

put to work to build the crematorium. You said you were

10 working as mason and in that capacity you yourself

11
constructed one or more of the buildings not knowing of

12 course for what purpose the the building was to be used.

13 And as understand it and please correct me if am

14 wrong when you realized for what purpose the buildings

15 would be used with your own hand constructed you asked to

16 be transferred to another department Today Dr. Rosenthal

17 came across the copy of the socalled Steckbrief

18 dated Sachsenhausen the 12th of June 1944 in which it was

19 stated that the authorities learned and declared that two of

20 the inmates namely Alexander de Louns Louns Frenchman

21 and Paul Mueller citizen of Luxembourg have fled the

22 Aussenkommando of Fichtengrund with the aid of an SS man.

23 The name of the SS man was not mentioned. Further in this

24 socalled Steckbrief there was mentioned that you the two

25 escapees were helped by man called Gerassinow spelled
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Ge-ra--s-sinow. Is it true that this man was also in

strumental in helping you to escape or is this misunder

standing or misinterpretation as the Nazis saw it Further

more they mentioned another escapee by the name of

Feiler Feiler and the date of that man mans es

cape was noted as the 14th of July 1943 from the Aussen

kommando Ballonbau Ballonbau.

would appreciate clarification of this docu

10 ment. have made Xerox copy of this Steckbrief and the

11 original is being returned to you by Dr. Rosenthal. will

12 keep the copy of the Steckbrief together with the other

13 material concerning your interview. For the record Id

14
like to mention that understand that you changed your name

15 from Alexander Louns spelled Louns to Alexander

16 LeVernoy. For that reason the name of Alexander Louns is

17 mentioned in this so called Steckbrief and for records

18 sake also Steckbrief is an order of arrest which is

19 published all over and which should alert people who see

20 the escapees to turn them in to the authorities.

21 This is continuation of the interview given on

22 January 29 1985 of which parts have been erased. The

23 first point you raised in your questionary concerned the

24 socalled selection of Jewish civilian populations arriving

25 in Sachsenhausen. want to emphasize the fact that these
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people obviously came directly from their native towns at

least judging by appearances because when the long column

of these people appeared at the entrance of the way leading

to the crematorium and to the gas chambers they were

dressed in civilian uniforms civilian clothing and

carrying their suitcases and looked in condition which

allows me to think that they have not been long detained in

intermediary camps. They were men women and children.

10 They all carried bags and bulky luggage of all kinds and

ii they were apparently grouped by family units father

12 mother children. And they came down without any kind of

13 discipline being in long column which were escorted by SS

14 holding in the leash their wild dogs. They came down

15 arriving from the Sachsenhausen railway station they came

16 down way which was about hundred fifty meters long and

17 apparently they did not suspect what was waiting for them.

18 The children were playing or they were laughing the parents

looked unconcerned. When they came down the way they

20 the whole crowd was concentrated on small place in front

21 of the shower socalled shower rooms which in fact were

22 gas chambers. After moment the people were requested to

23 pile up their luggage in one corner of the place and they

24 started doing it looking rather worried. Then the audio

25 started. When the SS started to separate men from women
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from children the women started screaming. The men were

extremely concerned some tried to object but by the SS

discipline which was the hitting whoever moved these came

to stand still after awhile. Then the people by groups of

about fifty entered into the building. At that time

didnt know what was behind it. found out few days

later having had chance to go into the place for for

for reason having to do with my work. Then found out

10 that the cold showers were really as my Vorarbeiter

ii told me when saw it the first time. gas chamber. come

12 back on this thing later on. So by group of fifty the men

13 disappeared in the building and then the women and then the

14 children and the whole place remained empty until somebody

15 from the Inspecting Kammer which was Kommando which was

16 taking care of all the clothing to find out everything

17 every money and gold pieces and jewelry which were hidden in

18 the luggage and in the clothing until these people came to

19 pick up the luggage left on the place. These people never

20 reappeared and as told you they came in the gas chamber

21 out of the gas chamber they were piled up on the conveyor

22 which led the dead naked bodies to the crematorium. And

23 there were three crematoriums operating at that time and

24 the only thing which could be seen from the outside is that

25 from the moment people came in few minutes later the
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the smoke out of the big chimneys got black black black

and very very dense and started the whole place

started smelling very very badly as it usually did when

they were burning massive quantities of dead bodies. In

this so far this socalled selection is concerned

will say that one thing one activity took place between the

moment the people were gassed and the moment they entered in

the crematorium which was the search of the dead bodies.

io It was special Kommando which was specialized in pulling

the gold teeth and the teeth prosthesis and whatnot. This

12 Kommando was also searching the dead bodies and it was

13 frequent that jewelry and gold coins and so on would be

14 found hidden in the body itself of the man or the woman.

15 It was specialized Kommando which apparently recollected

16 huge quantities of valuables. Yes answering the second

17 phase of your question. Yes was an eyewitness of all

18 this since during the first period of my working in the

19 camp had received an assignment as mason. My job

20 consisted in pushing wheelbarrow and later on to assist

21 man building brick wall. At the beginning did not

22 realize what was going on and even less did not realize

23 that worked contributing to the building of an extension

24 of the crematorium. After two three days of working in

25 that Kommando when found out when saw the the
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convoys of Jewish people being exterminated realized the

horror of the situation and managed to get new assign

ment in another Kommando of the camp. Now Im coming to the

point which you raised concerning the socalled Steckbrief

issued in Sachsenhausen on June 12th 1944 which was in

fact an order of arrest for my friend and for myself.

Before coming to the center of your question want to

underline that the whole thing makes no sense. dont know

10 if its forged document or what. never have been in

ii formed of this document before saw it in the book from

12 which you have extracted it which was Damals in

13 Sachsenhausen book published in East Germany after the

14 war. But one thing is absolutely nonsensical. It is the

15 fact that if you remember that they escaped on February

16 2nd 1944 it is most unlikely that the camp authorities

17 would have waited until June namely five months later to

18 produce this socalled Steckbrief. As matter of fact we

19 escaped under very special conditions and the camp

20 authorities were highly desirous to recuperate us before we

21 could communicate with the Allied headquarters. This is

22 another story. can comment on it again but the fact is

23 that after escaping from the camp one week later the

24 picture of my friend Paul Mueller and my own picture were

25 exhibited in the railway station in the police station in
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post offices in all kind of public administration offices

and big reward was offered for whoever could help or con

tribute to our arrest. So in my opinion this Steckbrief

is fake or in any case does not correspond to anything.

Yes it is right that at that time was was living

under the name of Alexander Louns the spelling is not

correct but it was some kind of mistake which followed me

for long time. The correct name of the name being Lun
10 and not Loun--s as mentioned on the document. My

11 friend Mueller is Luxembourg citizen who was my close

12 friend and with whom escaped. Our concern that we receive

13 the assistance of one SS under mean of one SS soldier

14 and this is explained in my book with story of my escape.

15 But never received any kind of outside help besides this

16 assistance from the SS which was given to Paul Mueller

17 we never received any kind of outside assistance. never

18 heard repeat never heard of that man Gerassinow

19 which is mentioned in that Steckbrief. never

20 received any kind of assistance from anybody else neither.

21 have heard all kinds of fake stories in which we were

22 supposed to receive the assistance of communist under

23 ground resistance movement in the camp in which we were

24 supposed to have received gold coins from dont know whom.

25 have met people who got the guts to tell me straight in my
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face that they knew about my evasion before left the camp.

And want to confirm that nobody repeat nobody not

only assisted us nobody knew about our evasion except two

people the Dr. Emile Louis inaudwhich was camp surgeon

prisoner like us Frenchman and Dr. Louis inaudible

which was another surgeon working in the camp another

French prisoner who were informed the day before we left

because in case we would not reappear anyplace in case we

10 would disappear in this adventure we wanted at least our

11 families to be informed if possible. Nobody else knew about

12 the whole thing and nobody helped us. have heard about

13 the escape of man called Feiler of an outside Kommando

14 called Ballonbau in July 1943. Unless to be very precise

15 must know that tell that did not know his name but

16 knew about an escape from that Aussenkommando and knew it

17 for the simple reason that it failed. The man had been

18 recaptured after something like week of being out of the

19 camp and his body had been exposed at the entrance of our

20 camp inside of the camp as an example. It was the body

21 was completely mutilated and what could be seen was that he

22 was attached to pole and he was wearing around the neck

23 big sign stating something like have tried to

24 escape. have been recaptured. No one can escape from

I.

25 this camp. Something like that. dissuasive message any
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In
way for whatever it was.

This brings up two questions two questions or two

points which think worth of interest. First of all out

of the fifty and some thousand prisoners which were in

Oranienburg Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp practically no

one ever escaped from this camp except my friend and

myself. There were few escapes which were reported in

the first years of the camp remember the camp was created

10 in 1933. Some political prisoners with the assistance of

ii outside organizations mostly communist escaped from

12 Aussenkommandos and succeeded these evasions. There were

13 they have left not from the central camp but from Aussen

14 kommandos which were located in Berlin in the city itself

15 and it was fairly easy to escape because they were working

16 in Berlin and rather easy watch and they were not locked in

17 the camp as we were at that time. Some attempts were made

18 during the whole history of the camp some people succeeded

19 to escape but after one two three eight days everyone

20 repeat everyone has been recaptured except my friend and

21 myself. After we left dont know what has happened.

22 think that few people escaped during the called so

23 called Death March by during which the population of the

24 camp was transferred out of the camp with the crazy idea of

25 joining the Baltic dont know when. But the fact is that
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at that time nobody really escaped from the camp as my

friend Paul Mueller and succeeded to do. The second

point which want to raise is the question of assistance

of organizations resistance movements secret movements

whatnot in our evasion altogether. heard that the

communists were fairly organized and that in many instances

some kind of secret organization of communist groups in the

camp tried to be of assistance to their fellow political

10 friends. This may have happened but never heard of them

11 during my stay in the camp. It popped out after the liber

12 ation of the camp and after we started people started

13 talking about the camp freely. And they say that there were

14 some kind of initiative trying to help people trying to

15 make some sabotage in the important functions of the camp

16 mainly in the Kommandos where they were working on aircraft

17 industry and automobile industry and war industry and

18 whatnot. But repeat that there were no organizations

19 operating to my knowledge in the camp at that time.

20 Now for the records sake wish to confirm that my

21 name has been officially changed by the Commissaire de etat

22 in France changing it from Alexander Louns or L-ou--nz

23 or the real autography being Lu--nz into my present name of

24 Alex LeVernoy. Lesecond word capital Verno-y. This

25 is the end of my statement. Thank you and good luck.


